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1 Model and main results
?????2013? 12? 17??? 20??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? [6], ???????????? [2], [5] ? [7] ?????
???
???????????????????????????????????????
?????? 4?????????????????? $p$ ??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????Hammersley ?Welsh [4] ?????
???? \??????????????????' ????????????????








?????? $\mathcal{E}$ ????? $\mathbb{Z}^{d}$ ??????? $(\omega(e))_{e\in \mathcal{E}}$ ??????????????
????????(? $\omega(e)$ ???????????????????????????
?? $)$ ????? $\mathbb{Z}^{d}$ ??? ? $e_{1}arrow e_{2}arrow\cdotsarrow e_{l}$? ????? $\pi$ ??????? passage
time ?
$T( \pi):=\sum_{i=1}^{l}\omega(e_{1})$
?????????? $\mathbb{Z}^{d}$ ??? $x$ ?? $y$ ?? rst passage time ????????:
$T(x, y):= \inf${ $T(\pi);\pi$ ? $\mathbb{Z}^{d}$ ??? $x$ ?? $y$ ????}
????????????? $0$ ??? rst passage time? $t$ ????????????
$B(t):= \{y+h;y\in \mathbb{Z}^{d}, T(O, y)\leq t, h\in[-\frac{1}{2}, \frac{1}{2}]^{d}\}, t>0$
?????????
???????? (A1) ? (A2) ?????: $F(x)$ ? $(\omega(e))_{e\in \mathcal{E}}$ ??????????
??????? $\mathbb{Z}^{d}$ ?????????????????? $p_{c}$ ???? $\alpha>1$ ????
(A1) $F(0)<p_{C},$
$( A2)\int_{0}^{\infty}x^{\alpha}dF(x)<\infty.$
?? (A2) ????????????????????: ???? $\mu$ : $\mathbb{R}^{d}arrow[0, \infty$ ) ?
?????P-as. ? $L^{1}$ ????
$\mu(x)=\lim_{narrow\infty}\frac{1}{n}T(O, nx)=\lim_{narrow\infty}\frac{1}{n}E[T(O, nx)]=\inf_{n\geq 1}\frac{1}{n}E[T(O,$ $nx$
$x\in \mathbb{Z}^{d}.$
???? $\mu$ ? time constant ?????????? (A1) ? (A2) ???????? $\epsilon>0$
?????? 1???????: ????? $t>0$ ?????
$(1- \epsilon)B_{0}\subset\frac{B(t)}{t}\subset(1+\epsilon)B_{0}.$
???? $B_{0}:=\{x\in \mathbb{R}^{d};\mu(x)\leq 1\}$ ????? limit shape ????????????
Kesten [5] ? Alexander [1] ?? $B(t)/t$ ? $B_{0}$ ??????? rate ??????????
??? $\epsilon=O(t^{-1/2}\log t)$ ????????????????????? (A2) ????
?????????????????:
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?? $\gamma>0$ ????? $\int_{0}^{\infty}e^{\gamma x}dF(x)<\infty$ ??????
???????????????????????????????????
Theorem 1.1. ?? (A1) ? (A2) ??????????????? $C$ ???????
??? $\ell_{2}$-unit vector $\xi\in \mathbb{R}^{d}$ ?????? $n$ ?????
$E[T(O, [n\xi])]\leq n\mu(\xi)+Cn^{1-1/(6d+12)}(\log n)^{1/3}.$
?????????? $[n\xi]$ ?? $n\xi$ ????????????
Theorem 1.2. ?? (A1) ??????????????? $\alpha\geq d$ ??????? $(A2)_{\backslash }$
?????????????? $\delta>0$ ????????????? $C_{1},$ $C_{2},$ $C_{3},$ $C_{4}>0$ ?
????????? $t$ ??????????:
$P(B(t)\not\subset t(1+C_{1}t^{-1/2+3\delta})B_{0})\leq C_{2}t^{d}\exp\{-C_{3}t^{\delta}\},$
$P(t\{1-C_{4}t^{-1/(6d+12)}(\log t)^{1/3}\}B_{0}\not\subset B(t))\leq t^{\alpha(\beta-1)+d}.$
????
$\beta:=(3-d\delta-\frac{1}{6d+12})^{-1}$
????? $\alpha\geq(d+1)(9d+17)/(6d+11)$ ?????? (A2) ???????????
? 1???????:????? $t$ ?????
$\{1-C_{4}t^{-1/(6d+12)}(\log t)^{1/3}\}B_{0}\subset\frac{B(t)}{t}\subset\{1+C_{1}t^{-1/2+(d+1)\delta}\}B_{0}.$
2 Application of Theorem 1.1
??????Theorem 1.1?????rst passage time ???? lower bound ???
??????? $d=2$ ??????? $\nu'$ ??? $supp(\nu')$ ??????????????
?? $\mathbb{Z}^{2}$ ?? oriented percolation ????? critical parameter ??? (?????[3]
???). ????? $q\geq\vec{p}_{c}$ ????? $\mathcal{M}_{q}$ ????? (B1) ? (B2) ???????? $\nu'$
???????:
(B1) $supp(\nu')\subset[1, \infty)$ ,
(B2) $\nu'(\{1\})=q.$
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????? $0$ ????? $N_{q}$ $:=(1/2+\alpha_{q}/\sqrt{2},1/2-\alpha_{q}/\sqrt{2})\in \mathbb{R}^{2}$ ?????? $x$-??
???? $\theta_{q}$ ???????? $\alpha_{q}$ ? oriented percolation ???? asymptotic speed ?
?? (?????[3] ???). ?????Aunger ? Damron [2] ??????????
?????
Theorem 2.1 (Aunger and Damron, Theorem 2.5 of [2]). ????? $q\in[\vec{p}_{c}$ , 1) ?
???? $\nu\in \mathcal{M}_{q},$ $\theta\in[0, \theta_{q})$ ????(A2) ? $\alpha=2$ ???????????? $\beta<1$ ?
?????????? $n$ ????
$E[T(O, [n\xi_{\theta}])]<n\mu(\xi_{\theta})+n^{\beta}$ , (2.1)
??????????????? $\xi_{\theta}:=(\cos\theta, \sin\theta)\in \mathbb{R}^{2}$ ??????????????
? $C=C(\theta)$ ?????????? $n$ ????
$Var(T(O, [n\xi_{\theta}]))\geq C\log n$ (2.2)
??????
???????? Theorem 1.1????????? $\nu\in \mathcal{M}_{q}$ (???(B1) ?????)
???? $\nu$ ({0}) $=$ 0 $<$ P?????????????????? (A1) ?????????
?????? $\alpha=2$ ??? (A2) ?????????Theorem 1.1?? $\beta=47/48$ ??
? (2.1) ????????????Aunger ? Damron??rst passage time????
lower bound ?????? (2.1) ???????????? (A2) ??????????
?????????????????????????
Corollary 2.2. ????? $q\in[\vec{p}_{c}$ , 1) ????? $v\in \mathcal{M}_{q},$ $\theta\in[0, \theta_{q}$ ) ??????
$\alpha=2$ ??? (A2) ????????????? $n$ ???? (2.2) ??????
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